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Abstract. Documents which contain accounts of historical events
are quite common. Biographies or descriptions of entity histories like
histories of places or organizations are examples of such timeline
documents. Their content is explicitly or implicitly associated with
timestamps indicating occurrence time of described past events. The
collections of such timeline documents can be quite large and can
pose challenge for readers trying to make sense of them. We then
introduce a novel research task, Comparative Timeline Summariza-
tion (CTS), as an effective strategy to discover important similari-
ties and differences in large collections of timeline documents for
providing contrastive type of knowledge. We propose a novel sum-
marization framework which relies on a dynamic affinity-preserving
mutually reinforced random walk for the CTS task and evaluate it on
diverse Wikipedia categories and New York Time news collections.
The ROUGE evaluations demonstrate the superior performance of
our method on summarizing contrastive and diverse themes over
competitive baselines.

1 Introduction

Multi-Document Summarization (MDS) plays an important role in
combating the problem of information overload caused by the ex-
ponential growth of documents these days, especially, ones posted
on the Web. Quite many documents contain chronologically ordered
content describing histories of entities or detailed accounts of past
events. Biographies and history sections of Wikipedia articles are ex-
amples of such documents in which paragraphs or sentences are as-
sociated with time indicators2 denoting the chronology of discussed
events. We call such documents, timeline documents, or, in short,
timelines. Note that traditional MDS techniques are not suitable for
summarizing timeline documents, mainly due to their too general as-
sumptions on sentence importance, as shown in [8, 24]. Thus they
need to be adapted to properly cope with temporal character of time-
line documents.

Sometimes, users would like to compare two collections of time-
line documents to discover commonalities and differences between
them. For example, they may be interested in questions such as how
different were the lives of French scientists from those of American
scientists in the 19th century? or What makes the histories of Chi-
nese cities distinct from the ones of Japanese cities? Note that such
contrasting knowledge is difficult to be manually obtained due to rel-
atively large number of documents that need to be analyzed, which
is a time consuming work. What is more, judging the significance of
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2 Typically, temporal expressions serve as such indicators. They can be how-
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encountered information requires expertise or much cognitive effort
for non-professional users.

Comparative Timeline Summarization (CTS) is then a solution
that we propose to automatically provide a condensed and informa-
tive document reorganization, consisting of major contrasting events
chronologically ordered, for faster and better understanding of the
compared sets of timeline documents. The proposed framework can
be embedded into Wikipedia, search engines or other web min-
ing services to improve users’ experience when dealing with large
amounts of history-related texts. For example, for a student who is in-
terested in the comparison between histories of Chinese and Japanese
cities, our proposal could greatly facilitate her understanding of these
two entity sets.

What characteristics should be prominent in the CTS summary?
We propose three major ones. The first is Coverage. Summary sen-
tences should be important and cover majority of information in the
input document collections. The second one is Distinctness. The
summary should deliver the major differences between compared
timeline collections by extracting the most discriminative sentences
in each document group. The last one is Diversity. The information
overlap among summary sentences should be as minimal as possible
due to the length restriction. The summary should thus cover diverse
aspects of comparison.

The problem of CTS is not trivial. It faces the challenges of (1)
modeling the three objectives and (2) generating summaries which
take into account the significance of the temporal dimension, while
satisfying the above-described three objectives. To address the above
challenges we make the following observations w.r.t timeline docu-
ments: (1) timeline documents can often be divided into latent time
units representing cohesive atomic time units (e.g., “eras” in city his-
tories), where sentences within the same latent time unit tend to ex-
hibit high coherence and similarity. (2) Sentences at different time
units are not assumed to be completely isolated due to the evolv-
ing characteristics of timeline documents (e.g., “consequences” or
“follow-ups”). Based on these observations we propose computing
two kinds of sentence importance:

• Local importance. A sentence is locally important in a given
time unit if it is semantically similar to sentences in its docu-
ment set, while being semantically dissimilar to sentences of
the contrasting document set in that time unit.

• Global importance. A sentence is globally important if it is
locally important in many different time units. It can be in-
ferred that a summary consisting of many globally important
sentences will naturally satisfy our three constraints.

To effectively discover locally important sentences, we propose the
affinity-preserving mutually reinforced Markov random walk model
(APMRRW) (see Sec. 2.1). Different from the classical Markov ran-
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dom walk model based on democratic normalization, APMRRW nor-
malizes the transition matrix by its first norm to preserve the original
affinity relations between sentences, which leads to the amplification
of the effect of locally important candidates, as well as the suppres-
sion of bad sentences. We derive the ranking for APMRRW based on
its quasi-stationary distribution (see Theorem 1), and prove its equiv-
alence to the spectral relaxation for the Integer Quadratic Program-
ming (IQP) formulation of the classical graph matching problem [13]
(see Theorem 2). Furthermore, the dynamic affinity-preserving mu-
tually reinforced random walk (D-APMRRW) is proposed to iden-
tify globally important sentences (see Sec. 2.2). It reweights transi-
tion matrix during each local summarization, to equip the surfer with
knowledge about what a diverse summary should be.

We test our approaches on 12 manually annotated datasets includ-
ing diverse Wikipedia categories and New York Time news collec-
tions in comparison to competitive baselines of various types. Our
experimental results show that contrastive themes can be success-
fully summarized from two comparable timeline document sets, as
measured using ROUGE metric.

To sum up, we make the following contributions in this paper:
1. We introduce a new research task of comparative timeline sum-

marization to summarize contrastive knowledge from two sets of
compared timeline documents.

2. We propose a novel affinity-preserving mutually reinforced ran-
dom walk model which preserves the original affinity relations
between sentences. The preservation of affinity results in a local
summary consists of more salient and discriminative information.

3. We design a dynamic affinity-preserving mutually reinforced ran-
dom walk to produce the global summary, which adjusts transition
matrix for improving the diversity of summary sentences in the
random walk process.

4. Experiments on diverse Wikipedia categories and the New York
Time corpus show competitive performance of our method.

2 Proposed Method

In this section, we present the key components of our summarization
framework. We first propose in Sec. 2.1 an affinity-preserving mutu-
ally reinforced random walk model (APMRRW) to locally score sen-
tences. We then present in Sec. 2.2 the dynamic affinity-preserving
mutually reinforced random walk model (D-APMRRW) which flex-
ibly allows for generating globally important and diverse summary.

2.1 Affinity-Preserving Mutually Reinforced
Random Walk

We now describe the formulation of APMRRW for locally scoring
sentences. Intuitively, locally salient sentences in a given time unit
are assumed to be similar to sentences in the same set while dissimi-
lar to sentences in the contrasting set, within the same time unit.

Given two input sets of timeline documents DA and DB , we con-
struct a two-layer graph G = (VA, VB , EAA, EBB , EAB) in the
following steps:
• For each sentence sAi in DA and each sentence sBi in DB , we

create a normal vertex vAi in layer LA and a normal vertex vBi in
layer LB , respectively.

• For each pair of vertices vi and vj of the same layer, we create a bi-
directed edge (vi, vj) between vi and vj . Moreover, we associate
it with a weight ws

ij indicating the similarity between vi and vj ,
which is computed as

ws
ij = simcosine(vi, vj) (1)

• For each pair of vertices vi and vj of the different layers, we create
a bi-directed edge (vi, vj) between vi and vj . Each edge is asso-
ciated with a weight wd

ij indicating the difference between vi and
vj , which is computed as

wd
ij = 1− simcosine(vi, vj) (2)

• For each layer L ∈ {A,B} an additional absorbing vertex vL0 is
created. Each absorbing vertex is self-transitioned, which means
there are no edges coming from it.

• For each pair of a normal vertex vi and an absorbing vertex v0 of
the same layer, we create a uni-directed edge from vi to v0.

• For each pair of a normal vertex vi in layer L1 and an absorbing
vertex v0 of the different layer L2, we create a uni-directed edge
from vi to v0.
Here, VA = {vA0 , vA1 , vA2 , ..., vAm} and VB =

{vB0 , vB1 , vB2 , ..., vBn } denote the sets of vertices contained in
layer LA and LB , respectively. vA0 and vB0 denote the absorbing
vertex in each layer while the others are normal vertices. The
illustration of a graph for APMRRW is shown in Fig. 1.

We then construct affinity metrics WAA, WBB , WAB and WBA.
Specifically, we have WAA = [ws

ij |vAi , vAj ], WBB = [ws
ij |vBi , vBj ],

WAB = [wd
ij |vAi , vBj ] and WBA = [wd

ij |vBi , vAj ] computed by
Equations (1) and (2). Now, motivated by affinity-preserving ran-
dom walk [23], we construct transition matrices PAA, PBB , PAB

and PBA, which are normalized by the first norm of their correspon-
dent affinity metric. The goal of such normalization is to enable ran-
dom walk process to distinguish between good and bad vertices. For
instance, PAA is formulated as

PAA =

(
1 0T

e−WAA · e/||WAA||1 WAA/||WAA||1

)
(3)

Here, 0 and e are m × 1 vectors with all elements 0 and 1, respec-
tively. Metrics PBB , PAB and PBA are defined in a similar way. It
can be observed that these transition metrices are “soft” stochastic
metrics, where “soft” means that the sum of row elements in the
matrix can be less than 1, and the leakage represents the amount of
tendency for a random walker to be absorbed. It is small for a vertex
having a large affinity with other vertices, and large for a bad candi-
date vertex. Then the affinity-preserving mutually reinforced random
walk on graph G is defined as:

Definition 2.1. Affinity-Preserving Mutually Reinforced
Random Walk. The discrete-time Markov chain X =
{(X0

A,X
0
B)T , (X1

A,X
1
B)T , (X2

A,X
2
B)T ...} with state space

and transition probability matrix Q, where Q is given by

Q =

(
QA 0
0 QB

)
(4)

Here, (Xt
A,X

t
B) denotes the scores of vertex set VA and that of

vertex set VB at the t-th iteration, where QA = PAAPABPBBPBA

and QB = PBBPBAPAAPAB .
Based on Q, (Xt

A,X
t
B) integrates the within-layer and mutually-

reinforced between-layer propagation. However, the steady state dis-
tribution (X∗A, X∗B) is always {{1,0}T , {1,0}T }. To guarantee a
good characterization of the sentence ranking distribution on graph
G, we adopt the quasi-stationary distribution [5, 6] as the distribution
of unabsorbed random walkers. Then for numerical computation of
the sentence scores, we can iteratively run Eq. (5) until convergence,
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in the similar way as PageRank [16]:

(X̄t+1
A , X̄t+1

B )T =
d ·Q

′
(X̄t

A, X̄
t
B)T + (1− d) · (X̄0

A, X̄
0
B)T∥∥d ·Q′(X̄t

A, X̄
t
B)T + (1− d) · (X̄0

A, X̄
0
B)T

∥∥
1

(5)
where d is the damping factor that trades off between the transi-
tion specified by Q

′
and the teleport vector (X̄0

A, X̄
0
B)T . Let Θ =

||WAA||1||WAB||1||WBB||1||WBA||1, Q
′

is computed as

Q
′

=
1

Θ
·
(
WAAWABWBBWBA 0

0 WBBWBAWAAWAB

)
(6)

Note that in order to guarantee the convergence of eq. (5), (X̄A, X̄B)
is normalized after each iteration such that the scores sum to 1.

Alternatively, to compute the quasi-stationary vertex ranking dis-
tribution in APMRRW, we state the following theorem

Theorem 1. The closed-form solution X̄∗L, L ∈ {A,B} is
the normalized principal eigenvector of χL when damping fac-
tor d = 1, where χA = WAAWABWBBWBA and χB =
WBBWBAWAAWAB .

Proof. Let ∆ = ||WAA||1||WAB ||1||WBB ||1||WBA||1. In station-
ary distribution, (X̄

∗(t+1)
A , X̄

∗(t+1)
B )T = (X̄

∗(t)
A , X̄

∗(t)
B )T holds.

Following the definition of quasi-stationary distribution, we then
have

(X̄
∗(t+1)
A , X̄

∗(t+1)
B )

T
= (

X
∗(t+1)
A [1 : m]

1 − X
∗(t+1)
A [0]

,
X
∗(t+1)
B [1 : n]

1 − X
∗(t+1)
B [0]

)
T

= (
χAX

∗(t)
A [1 : m]/∆

1 − (X
∗(t)
A [0] + (e − χAe/∆) · X∗(t)A [1 : m])

,

χBX
∗(t)
B [1 : n]/∆

1 − ((X
∗(t)
B [0] + (e − χBe/∆) · X∗(t)B [1 : n]))

)
T

= (
χAX

∗(t)
A [1 : m]/∆

1 − (1 − χAeX
∗(t)
A [1 : m]/∆)

,

χBX
∗(t)
B [1 : n]/∆

1 − (1 − χBeX
∗(t)
B [1 : n]/∆)

)
T

= (
χAX

∗(t)
A [1 : m]

χAeX
∗(t)
A [1 : m]

,
χBX

∗(t)
B [1 : n]

χBeX
∗(t)
B [1 : n]

)
T

= (
χAX̄

∗(t)
A

χAeX̄
∗(t)
A

,
χBX̄

∗(t)
B

χBeX̄
∗(t)
B

)
T

= (X̄
∗(t)
A , X̄

∗(t)
B )

T

(7)

Thus (X̄∗A, X̄
∗
B)T must satisfy (λAX̄∗A, λBX̄∗B)T =

(χAX̄∗A, χBX̄∗B)T . According to the Perron Frobenius theo-
rem [17, 10], given irreducible non-negative matrices (χA, χB)
and stochastic vectors (X̄∗A, X̄

∗
B), X̄∗A and X̄∗B are the normal-

ized Perron-Frobenius eigenvector of χA and χB , respectively,
corresponding to their maximal eigenvalue.

2.2 Dynamic Affinity-Preserving Mutually
Reinforced Random Walk

We now present the idea of the D-APMRRW model (see Fig. 2) for
generating globally important sentences, which, as mentioned be-
fore, are assumed to be locally important in many time units. At each
time unit t, sentences of two compared document sets within t are lo-
cally scored. Based on the ranking scores, a particular number of top
sentences are selected as the summary at the time unit t, based on the
aforementioned APMRRW model. Such locally generated summary

Figure 1: An illustration of two-layer APMRRW. VA and VB denote the
sets of sentences contained in DA and DB , respectively, and vA0 and vB0 are
absorbing vertices playing a role of soaking unreliable ranking scores from
bad sentences and of distinguishing good sentences. Three different types
of edges corresponding to different relations: VA-to-VA, VB-to-VB , VA-to-
VB are present, where the first two within-layer relations are based on node
similarity and the last between-layer relation is based on node dissimilarity.

Figure 2: An illustration of D-APMRRW model. At each time unit t (except
for the start point), candidate sentences S consist of local sentences in t (de-
noted by solid green circles) and prior summaries from t−1 (denoted by dash
green circles). Then the aforementioned APMRRW (see Sec. 2.1) is applied
on S at time unit t and the generated summary will be passed over to t + 1.
During the summarization in t, old sentences from t− 1 are normalized “lo-
cally” (i.e., there are no links between them to the absorbing vertex), while the
new sentences in t are normalized “globally” (i.e., unreliable ranking scores
of new sentences will be absorbed). Such operation of reweighting transition
matrix is proposed to improve the diversity of final summary.

is next passed over to the following time unit as “past” information.
Then a new set of sentences to be summarized consisting of both
the previous summary and sentences in the new unit is constructed,
and the same local summarization procedure is applied. Thus, an-
other local summary is generated and is passed over to the next time
point. Like this, the APMRRW is repeatedly applied to the candi-
date sentences at each time unit. The summarization process works
dynamically, and a comparative summary can be generated for any
length of period, and at any level of granularity of time units.

However, we notice that APMRRW does not guarantee the diver-
sity constraint of summary in the random walk process. This charac-
teristic is embodied in the theorem below.

Theorem 2. The quasi-stationary distribution (X̄∗A, X̄
∗
B)T of

affinity-preserving mutually reinforced random walk is proportional
to the solution x̃ of below quadratic score function when damping
factor d = 1

arg max(x̃TΩx̃)

s.t. ‖x̃‖2 = 1
(8)
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where Ω is given by

Ω =

(
χA 0
0 χB

)
(9)

Proof. For real matrix Ω and non-zero vector x̃ which satisfy
‖x̃‖2 = 1, we maximize x̃TΩx̃ subject to this constraint by using
a Lagrange multiplier: x̃TΩx̃ + ω · (‖x̃‖2 − 1), and differentiating
with respect to the components of x̃. Then we obtain the equation
Ωx̃ − ωx̃ = 0, so the extrema are precisely the eigenvectors of Ω.
If x̃ is an eigenvector, then it follows immediately that the value of
x̃TΩx̃ is the corresponding eigenvalue λi. Thus x̃TΩx̃ is maximal
when x̃ is corresponding to the principal eigenvector of Ω.

On the other hand, solution (X̄∗A, X̄
∗
B)T is the normalized prin-

cipal eigenvector of Ω. Thus we have (X̄∗A, X̄
∗
B)T = x̃

‖x̃‖1
, hence

(X̄∗A, X̄
∗
B)T is proportional to x̃.

It can be observed from the above theorem that APMRRW tends
to attain a stationary distribution which maximizes the total sum of
affinity (i.e., the similarity for sentences in the same document set
and dissimilarity for sentences in different sets) between sentences
in the summary. To equip the surfer with knowledge about what a
diverse summary should be, we propose to reweight transition matrix
at each time unit during the passing process. The key idea is that,
sentences from the summary of the previous time unit (which are
already good and diverse) should be normalized locally, while local
sentences (which are a mixture of many bad sentences and few good
sentences) should be normalized globally.

More concretely, at each time unit t, let St−1 and Dt denote
the previous summary and the local sentences, respectively. Suppose
sentences in St−1 are already salient and diversified, thus we encour-
age the surfer to explore more in the neighborhood of St−1 rather
than end in the absorbing vertex. Based on this consideration, if sen-
tence si is included in St−1, each element in the corresponding i-th
row of affinity matrix W will be normalized “locally” by the sum of
row elements (i.e., democratic normalization), so that a surfer at si
will never be absorbed. Otherwise, those elements will be normalized
“globally” by the maximum sum of row elements inW (i.e., normal-
ization by first norm). By differentiating the normalization methods
for different sentences, the saliency and diversity constraints of a pro-
duced summary will be naturally highlighted.

3 Experimental setup
3.1 Research questions
We first list the research questions that guide our experiments:
RQ1: How does our dynamic affinity-preserving mutually reinforced
random walk model perform on comparative timeline summariza-
tion? Does it outperform baselines? (see Sec. 4.1)
RQ2: Is the affinity-preserving mechanism helpful for extracting lo-
cally important sentences? Is the dynamic ranking framework help-
ful for identifying globally important sentences? Does the operation
of reweighting transition matrix facilitate the diversity of summary?
(see Sec. 4.2)
RQ3: How does our model perform w.r.t. different values of damping
factor d and the length of time unit l? What is the optimal value of d
and l? (see Sec. 4.3)

3.2 Datasets
We employ 12 datasets in our experiments which belong to two types.
Both types have been used in the previous works [8, 19, 7, 3, 25]. The

basic statistics about our datasets are shown in Tab. 1. In total, 27,251
documents are used in experiments.

The first type [3, 8] consists of diverse Wikipedia categories and
lists, including locations, persons and organizations. To facilitate the
evaluation, we used existing Wikipedia categories and lists of moder-
ate size, with which all the annotators were quite familiar. These are
the histories of 3 pairs of Wikipedia categories including location cat-
egories, (Japanese cities vs. Chinese cities), organization categories
(western teams of NBA league in North America vs. eastern teams
of NBA) and person categories (Japanese Prime Ministers till the end
of WW2 vs. Japanese Prime Ministers after WW2), respectively.

The second type of datasets we use consist of news articles se-
lected from the New York Times corpus [25], which is a collection
of 99,872 articles published by the New York Times between January
1990 and July 2016. Each news article is assigned to “section” such
as Business, Sports. In our experiments, we focus on the comparison
of 3 pairs of comparable news article collections, where each col-
lection consists of news associated with the same section over time.
Specifically, these compared sections are U.S. vs. World , Science vs.
Technology and Arts vs. Fashion & Style.

Table 1: Summary of the Wikipedia and news datasets.

General Description # Docs # Sentences
Japanese Cities (D1

A) 532 22,045
Chinese Cities (D1

B ) 357 6,444
Western NBA Teams (D2

A) 15 3,755
Eastern NBA Teams (D2

B ) 15 3,701
Japanese PMs pre WW2 (D3

B ) 32 2,338
Japanese PMs post WW2 (D3

B ) 30 1,715
U.S. News (D4

A) 7,541 616,628
World News (D4

B ) 6,013 404,944
Science News (D5

A) 587 35,686
Technology News (D5

B ) 1,161 73,484
Arts News (D6

A) 7,388 563,108
Fashion & Style News (D6

B ) 3,580 264,990

3.3 Reference Summary
To the best of our knowledge, there are no human-made compar-
ative summaries for our task. In the field of text summarization
(particularly in special settings, domains or for special applica-
tions), researches need to rely on self-built benchmark datasets (e.g.,
[22, 12, 7]). We have then hired five human judges who are not au-
thors of this paper to manually annotate the experimental datasets.
The annotators were asked to write up to 300-words long3 reference
summary for each document set that will help in grasping the con-
trastive content of the input document collections. In particular, after
we pooled the summaries created by all the analyzed methods, the
annotators were asked to conduct the following two data annotation
tasks: (1) Task 1. The first task was to highlight all the representative
and discriminative sentences in the pool to form the salient sentences
set. There was no limit imposed on the number of highlighted sen-
tences. The annotators did not know which systems generated which
summaries. (2) Task 2. The second task was to write up to 300-words
long reference summary of the text selected in the first task. Dur-
ing the two tasks, the annotators were allowed to utilize any external
resources or search engines to verify the correctness of the results.

3.4 Analyzed Methods
Type 1. We first test the performance of our proposed models. We
prepare D-APMRRW for the overall process as described in Sec. 2.

3 The average length of an English sentence is around 15 words [22], so we
choose 300 as the number of words for the summary size of 20 sentences.
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We also test D-MRRW and APMRRW as the models that skip the
affinity-preserving in Sec. 2.1, and the dynamic ranking in Sec. 2.2,
respectively. Similarly, we test D-APMRRW* as the model that does
not adjust transition matrix at each time unit in Sec. 2.2.

Type 2. We then make comparisons with two popular comparative
summarization models (denoted as CS models): the discriminative
sentence selection model (DSS, [22]) and the integer linear program-
ming model (ILP, [12]).

Type 3. The third type of strategy performs two commonly used
multi-document summarization methods (denoted as MDS models)
as baselines: (1) LexRank [9] that ranks sentences via a Markov ran-
dom walk strategy and (2) ClusterCMRW [21] which scores sen-
tences by a clustering-based approach.

Type 4. Finally, three state-of-the-art timeline summarization ap-
proaches (denoted as TS models) which rely on an exemplar-based
Markov random walk model (E-MRW, [8]), an evolutionary timeline
summarization model (ETS, [24]), and an online graph-based model
(OGM, [20]) are used for evaluation.

3.5 Experimental Settings
In this study, we set the summary size to 20 sentences, following
[8, 7]. To represent terms and sentences, we adopt the commonly-
used Skip-gram model [15]. We obtain the distributed vector rep-
resentations of each word by training the Skip-gram model on the
entire English Wikipedia from 2016 using the gensim Python library
[18]. The vector representation of a sentence is a TF-IDF weighted
combination of the vectors of terms. The number of dimensions of
word vectors is experimentally set to 200.

3.6 Evaluation Metrics
To assess the saliency of summaries, we evaluate all the models with
the following measures:

ROUGE-1.5.5 toolkit [14]. The ROUGE is a widely used metric
which has been officially adopted by DUC for automatic summariza-
tion evaluation. In the experiments, we report the f-measure values of
ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, ROUGE-L, ROUGE-W and ROUGE-SU.

Precision. The ROUGE measures mainly reflect the recall. We fur-
ther examine the rate of summary sentences included in the human-
labeled important sentence set of the dataset as follows:

precision =
{summary sentences} ∩ {labeled sentences}

{summary sentences}
(10)

To evaluate the diversity among the set of summary sentences S
we compute the diversity as follows:

diversity =
1

|S|2
∑
si∈S

∑
sj∈S

1− simcosine(si, sj) (11)

4 Results and Discussion
4.1 Overall Performance
We start by addressing RQ1 and analyze whether D-APMRRW is
effective for the comparative timeline summarization task. First, Tab.
2 summarizes the ROUGE performance of our models compared to
the one of 7 baselines. Performance on Wikipedia categories and on
New York Time datasets is reported in columns 2-6 and in columns
7-11, respectively. Tab. 3 lists the precision and diversity scores for
all the analyzed methods on both the dataset types.

From Tab. 2, we find that D-APMRRW achieves the best perfor-
mance in terms of all ROUGE metrics, except for ROUGE-SU on

New York Times datasets. Specifically, when compared with Type 1
(DSS and ILP), Type 2 (LexRank and ClusterCMRW) and Type 3
(E-MRW, ETS and OGM) methods, it outperforms them by 91.1%,
53.1% and 58.0% on the Wikipedia datasets, and by 74.1%, 36.7%
and 47.8% on the New York Times datasets in terms of ROUGE-1
score, respectively. From Tab. 3, D-APMRRW achieves the highest
precision score on the Wikipedia categories, and the highest diversity
score on the New York Times datasets, respectively.

Generally, it can be observed that the baseline methods perform
relatively poorly. For multi-document summarization methods, the
plausible reason can be that they neglect the significant temporal di-
mension and evolutionary characteristics of timeline documents, nor
do they incorporate distinct information into summarization. For ex-
ample, Lexrank only tends to select very general sentences which
are similar to many other sentences in the entire document set. Con-
trastingly, the comparative summarization methods conceptually fo-
cus more on discovering sentences that deliver set-specific informa-
tion. For example, DSS uses a multivariate normal generative model
to extract content which best describe the unique characteristics of
each document group. Such procedure can prevent them from em-
bodying historic significance, which to some extent may explain its
second-worst performance among all baselines. Finally, the timeline
summarization methods exhibit relatively competitive performance.
However, they also suffer from the ignorance of discriminative in-
formation, which may interest annotators when producing reference
summary.

4.2 Assumption Validation

To answer RQ2 regarding the components of our proposal, Tab. 4
shows the results of the proposed method’s variants when evaluat-
ing by ROUGE, and Tab. 5 displays their results when evaluating
by precision and diversity. From Tab. 4, we find that D-APMRRW,
which considers the overall process as described in Sec. 2, has the
best ROUGE scores among all its variants on both the Wikipedia
datasets and the New York Time datasets. From Tab. 5, we can see
that it also achieves the best precision and diversity scores.

More concretely, when compared to APMRRW, D-MRRW and
D-APMRRW*, D-APMRRW shows a 47.3%, 23.3% and 22.2% in-
crease in terms of ROUGE-1 score, and a 65.2%, 31.9% and 21.3%
increase in terms of ROUGE-2 score, respectively. In terms of ac-
curacy, DPMRRW outperforms other variants with 64.5% of an av-
erage increase. When looking at diversity, D-APMRRW offers an
increase over D-APMRRW* (which does not conduct the operation
of reweighting transition matrix) of up to 26.2%.

On the other hand, APMRRW gets the lowest score at all evalua-
tion metrics, whereas D-MRRW exhibits a similar performance with
D-MRRW*. Again, D-APMRRW and all its variants tend to obtain
higher scores on the New York Times datasets than on the Wikipedia
ones.

Hence, we conclude that the proposed assumptions all help to im-
prove the quality of generated summaries, and that dynamic ranking
(Sec. 2.2) offers a more significant performance increase than the lo-
cal affinity preservation (Sec. 2.1) and the reweighting of transition
matrix (Sec. 2.2). This observation implies that globally important
sentences are better candidates for summary than the locally impor-
tant ones. Specially, we demonstrate that reweighting transition ma-
trix at each time unit during dynamic ranking indeed moves to the
sentence distribution that induces a more diversified summary.
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Table 2: (RQ1) ROUGE performance of all analyzed summarization models.

Wikipedia Categories New York Times

ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L ROUGE-W ROUGE-SU ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L ROUGE-W ROUGE-SU
DSS [22] 0.130 0.057 0.050 0.052 0.022 0.164 0.083 0.077 0.100 0.042
ILP [12] 0.140 0.063 0.089 0.060 0.028 0.191 0.095 0.129 0.108 0.065
LexRank [?] 0.159 0.076 0.156 0.072 0.040 0.214 0.107 0.202 0.115 0.071
ClusterCMRW [21] 0.178 0.093 0.175 0.077 0.044 0.238 0.136 0.214 0.128 0.076
E-MRW [8] 0.184 0.104 0.181 0.076 0.043 0.229 0.134 0.220 0.124 0.078
ETS [24] 0.191 0.112 0.185 0.078 0.050 0.271 0.174 0.240 0.139 0.082
OGM [20] 0.115 0.051 0.104 0.062 0.036 0.127 0.075 0.113 0.078 0.040
D-APMRRW 0.258 0.154 0.208 0.089 0.060 0.309 0.193 0.248 0.151 0.078

Table 3: (RQ1) Precision and Diversity scores of all models.

Wikipedia Categories New York Times

Precision Diversity Precision Diversity
DSS [22] 0.000 0.207 0.000 0.231
ILP [12] 0.067 0.185 0.033 0.212
LexRank [?] 0.067 0.169 0.100 0.198
ClusterCMRW [21] 0.067 0.224 0.167 0.209
E-MRW [8] 0.033 0.183 0.167 0.194
ETS [24] 0.100 0.234 0.133 0.228
OGM [20] 0.067 0.176 0.100 0.216
D-APMRRW 0.150 0.194 0.133 0.239

4.3 Parameter Tuning

Turning to RQ3, Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b show the ROUGE performance
of D-APMRRW w.r.t. the value of damping factor d and the length
of time unit l used in dynamic ranking, respectively. We first test d
within the range [0, 1] and with a step of 0.1. In Fig. 3a, we can see
that the value of d has an effect on the performance of summariza-
tion. The ROUGE scores peak when d equals 0.9; the performance
basically keeps increasing until d = 0.9, yet it decreases after d ex-
ceeds 0.9. This observation is consistent with the commonly used
value of damping factor equal to 0.85 in the literature [4]. When it
comes to the length of time unit, we change it in the range [1,10]
with a step of 1 year. When the time unit is larger than 1, the system
achieves worse performance due to the plausible reason that many
good candidate sentences are discarded during the dynamic ranking,
as we enlarge the candidate sentences set while keeping the summary
size fixed per local scoring.

Rouge Performance w.r.t. damping
factor d.

Rouge Performance w.r.t. time unit
l.

Figure 4: (RQ3) Parameter tuning.

4.4 Example Summary

We present in this section the comparative summary of contrastive
themes between a typical history of major 357 Chinese cities and that
of main 532 Japanese cities (see Sec. 3.2), generated by our method
D-APMRRW. The summary consists of two timelines, each contain-
ing 10 events ordered chronologically, as shown in Fig. 5. Our model
produces summaries in which each event is in the form of a sentence
from the history of a particular entity. However, to facilitate read-
ers’ understanding of summarized contrastive themes, we choose to

generalize the top-scored summary sentences to output the set of de-
scriptive words representing in a general way a given event group
(theme) based on the method proposed in [8], as shown in Tab. 6 and
Tab. 7. We manually assign labels based on the words representing
each event group.

The summary describes some import comparisons between the
history of Chinese cities and that of Japanese cities. For exam-
ple, different from Chinese cities, it can be observed that Japanese
cities frequently suffered from Natural Disasters such as earth-
quakes, tsunamis and typhoons (e.g. the Hanshin Earthquake in
1994), and Japan is paying particular attention to Nuclear issues (e.g.
the Fukushima Daichi Nuclear Disaster in 2011). In addition, since
a long time ago in the history of Japanese cities, Castles (e.g. the fa-
mous Himeji Castle) were continued to be built as an important sym-
bol of centres of governance, and various Japanese Festivals with
local customs have been popular (e.g. the Gion Matsuri). They are
both typical representatives of Japanese unique culture. On the other
hand, there are more records related to the more ancient time in the
history of Chinese cities, such as Spring and Autumn Period, Tang
Dynasty and Ming Dynasty. The Revolution in the early 20th century
and the Reform around 1978 are two key turning points in the so-
cial development of Chinese cities. The modern Education in China
started from the middle 20th century; at the same time China’s pop-
ulation started to grow rapidly, embodied in the event Population. In
addition, it can be observed that Chinese cities hosted many Sport
events (e.g. the AFC Asian Cup in 2004 and the Peking Olympics in
2008) in the 2000’s. As we can see, most of the comparisons are clear
and convey comparative historical knowledge.

5 Related Work
Comparative Summarization. Comparative summarization re-

quires providing short summaries from multiple comparative aspects.
Wang et al. [22] propose a discriminative sentence selection method
based on a multivariate normal generative model aiming to extract
sentences that are best describing the unique characteristics of each
document group. Huang et al. [12] formulate the task of comparative
news summarization as an optimization problem of selecting sen-
tences to maximize the score of comparative and representative evi-
dences based on an integer linear programming (ILP) model. Ren et
al. [19] explicitly consider contrast, relevance and diversity for sum-
marizing contrastive themes by adopting a hierarchical nonparamet-
ric Bayesian model to infer hierarchical relations among topics for
enhancing the diversity of themes. Recently, differential topic mod-
els have also been used to measure sentence discriminative capability
for comparative summarization [11].

Time Summarization. Timeline Summarization defined as the
summarization of sequences of documents (typically, news articles
about the same event) has been actively studied in the recent years.
In [2], Alonso et al. present a timeline generation design that cap-
tures the most salient events along with the most popular keywords
as annotations alongside a timeline. Yan et al. [24] propose the evo-
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Table 4: (RQ2) ROUGE performance of all variants of proposed model.

Wikipedia Categories New York Times

ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L ROUGE-W ROUGE-SU ROUGE-1 ROUGE-2 ROUGE-L ROUGE-W ROUGE-SU
APMRRW 0.180 0.092 0.169 0.077 0.043 0.205 0.118 0.195 0.105 0.063
D-MRRW 0.218 0.123 0.191 0.085 0.049 0.242 0.140 0.228 0.130 0.067
D-APMRRW* 0.209 0.128 0.188 0.081 0.047 0.255 0.158 0.234 0.136 0.072
D-APMRRW 0.258 0.154 0.208 0.089 0.060 0.309 0.193 0.248 0.151 0.078

Figure 5: The summary of 20 comparative themes between a typical history of Chinese cities learned from 357 instances and that of Japanese cities learned
from 532 instances. Each event is illustrated by a manually created label based on data from Tab. 6 and Tab. 7, along with its median (left value) and the standard
deviation of occurrence time (right value).

Table 5: (RQ2) ROUGE performance of all model variants.

Wikipedia Categories New York Times

Precision Diversity Precision Diversity
APMRRW 0.067 0.155 0.033 0.172
D-MRRW 0.100 0.162 0.083 0.195
D-APMRRW* 0.100 0.152 0.133 0.191
D-APMRRW 0.150 0.194 0.133 0.239

Table 6: Events in Chinese cities summary. Due to space limit we show 5
events, and for each event we show up to top 10 descriptive words.

Event Terms
Spring and Autumn period qin, warring, chu, dynasty, capital

conquered, zhou, subjugated, county, vassal
Revolution communist, rebellion, nationalist, revolt, army

kmt, war, rebel, party, revolution
Industrialization company, steel, iron, plant, installed

oil, factory, production, cotton, mine
Population population, million, per, estimated, urban

reached, tripled, exceeded, xpcc, increased
Reform development, economic, growth, industry, investment

port, zone, bank, billion, reform

Table 7: Events in Japanese cities summary. Due to space limit we show 5
events, and for each event we show up to top 10 descriptive words.

Event Terms
Buddhism temple, period, shrine, year, buddhist

history, area, site, built, nara
War war, air, world, raid, army

japanese, bombing, naval, base, imperial
Economic billion, gdp, population, million, employment

city, industry, greater, increase, economy
Natural Disasters earthquake, tsunami, damage, suffered, typhoon

caused, struck, magnitude, killed, city
Nuclear city, nuclear, evacuee, accident, fukushima

student, public, problem, caused, rapid

lutionary timeline summarization (ETS) to compute evolution time-
lines consisting of a series of time-stamped summaries. David et al.
[3] present a method for discovering biographical structures based
on a probabilistic latent variable model. Their approach summarizes
timestamped biographies to a set of event classes along with the typ-
ical times when those events occur. Duan et al. [8] propose a summa-
rization task aimed at generating gists of histories of multiple entities.
Satoko et al. [20] present a graph-based algorithm for online summa-
rization of time-series documents. Abdalghani et al. [1] address the
problem of identifying important events in the past, present, and fu-
ture from semantically-annotated large-scale document collections.

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to work on com-
parative summarization of timeline documents. Unlike in the case of
the general comparative summarization tasks, the input documents to
our task have strong temporal characteristics that need to be consid-
ered. On the other hand, in contrast to timeline summarization tasks,
we aim to discover discriminative and contrasting information for
comparing the sets of timeline documents.

6 Conclusion

This work introduces a special kind of summarization task - Com-
parative Timeline Summarization (CTS) and proposes effective ap-
proaches towards solving it. The unique character of our pro-
posed summarization allows capturing important comparative as-
pects of evolutionary trajactories hidden in two sets of timeline doc-
uments. We approach the CTS task by applying the dynamic affinity-
preserving mutually reinforced random walk model which is capa-
ble of generating globally important and diverse summary. We have
shown that the proposed model outperform various competitive base-
lines in the experiments on 6 pairs of manually annotated datasets us-
ing ROUGE toolkit. In future, we will use abstractive summarization
strategies for increasing the readability of generated summaries.
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